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I hope all of you enjoyed our March meeting as much as I did!
On behalf of all of us, I would like to once again thank Dick
Rutan and Red Morris for their enjoyable and informative
programs.

For the April meeting, bring a calculator, pencil and paper.
Charlie Penry has consented to give us a seminar on "Weight
and Balance", one that will allow everyone to participate
in solving problems typical of those which most of us will
encounter prior to the first flight of a home built aircraft .
. See you at Skyline Recreation Center, just off Church Road
and Skillman at 0730 PM hours.

Charlie Dorris
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As one acquaintance of
put it recc1tly ~ "Old age is a
crock I" I'm inclined °t'J agree. If it's not one thing going
bad, it's another.
I have the cast off my ar~ and hand now, but almost anything
I do with my hand causes me considerable pa
I'll have to

have the tendon operated on when I get back from the Chino
Fly-in (if I can tough it out that long), and that means
another post-op cast for a week or so.

I guess I never really appreciated being able to dress myself,
shave, comb my hair, etc., all by myself before--but I really
do now. Just try leaving your right hand in your pocket for
one full day and do everything with the left one alone and
you'll quickly have great empathy for amputees--I promise you!
I talked to LEA ABBOTT this morning and he was fairly bubbling
over with the happies at how well the 1910 Curtiss Pusher replica was flying now. He added a couple of feet of wing span,
moved the seat forward a bit, got rid of a 25 pound hunk of
lead on the nose, and several other drag and weight reducing
items.
He flew it down the runway several times at Denton recently,
and he said that even with a light crosswind it flew well.
He now has good aileron control for the first time and a big
improvement in climb rate
sink rate.
Previously he only
had 7 mph airspeed between st land top speed to work with,
and that was pretty hard to read on the spring scale indicator
out on the struts. To remedy that, he rigged a venturi aft of
the indicator and now it reads 120 at stall and around 160 in
level flight. Although
numbers don't mean anything, it
gives a much wide spre
of
ers to work with.

It was flying so good that

even considered flying it down

to our Cleburne bash on the 29
, but decided against it as
being too far (for right now at least), He also consideted

flying it to our Airpark meeting and parking it alongside the
Longeze to dramatize aviation's progress in the past seven
decades. It would have made quite a newsworthy picture,
wouldn't it?
LOU RAINONE told me recently that he has finished moving his
shop and home to the new 2800 foot strip just west of the city
of Corsicana. He now has three aircraft going through the
restoration assembly line in his new hangar, and he's very
pleased with the additional space he now has. His Meacham
Field operation got to be a hassle and now the pace is much
more relaxed. He'll still be available for Designee duty
(with advance notice of course). His new telephone number
is 214/872-3912. He said POPLAWSKI had already been in to
visit with him (in ·&e Mooney Mite, natcherly). The runway
is aligned 16-32, is good turf and relatively unobstructed.
It's on the south side of Highway 31 to Waco just west of
where it necks down from four lanes to two. Sounds like a
good spot for a fly-in, too, doesn't it?
BARTIE COYLE made a trip through the Silver Hill facility of
the Smithsonian last year and one of the birds being restored
was a MESSERSCHMITT ME-262. It was the most advanced fighter
of WWII and the world's first operational jet fighter. Even
though 1,443 were built and about 300 went to combat, it never
became a significant threat to the Allies.
Bartie got hold of a pretty good write-up on the ME-262 that
not only_was a detailed history of the airplane's entire life,
but at the same time gave a remarkable insight into conditions
within Nazi Germany at that time. Designers had understood jet
engine principles for years but they correctly reasoned that
jets would not be advantageous until speeds were in the 500 mph
range. England, Russia, Sweden, Hungary, Italy, Germany, the
U.S., and France had simultaneously developed the jet engine
in the 1930's to the point that it was a laboratory curiosity
at least, although Frenchman HENRI COANDA had actually flown
a jet powered airplane in 1909! F/O FRANK WHITTLE (ENG.) and
physicist HANS VON OHAIN's experiments indicated the jet could
function efficiently below 500 mph and would be light enough
to offset the additional fuel to be carried.
Ohain sold his hydrogen powered concept to ERNST HEINKEL in
1937, and on August 14, 1939, ERICH WARSITZ flew the first
pure jet flight in an HE198. The LUFTWAFFE quickly endorsed
the concept, but Hitler's ignorance of military aviation
nearly strangled development until the last two years of the
war, and then he was frantically flailing about for any and
all weapons to stave off defeat. By then, Allied heavy
·bombers were pulverizing industrial targets by day, and night
bombing of cities was demoralizing defense workers to the
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Flight training airfiells became hazardous ccmta~ zones, as the
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over tne ,ul
~nown a1rr1ei
s
jumped on takeoff or landi:r.g B-i y·craft when they ·were vulnerable.
German fighters and flak alleys on approaches to airports were
only partially effective in combating the menace of the marauders.
Every day saw more new swarms of Allied airc:raft :ranging far and
wide over even the remotest reaches of the Third Reich.
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When the ME- 262 1 s reached th:d:r maximum s1:r;~. ngth in early 1945,
they could sometimes muster squadrons of 24 to 36 at one time.
But the Luftwaffe were never able to develop tactics to make
the ME-262 's an effectiY'.:: threat. It was slrr,n1v no match for
J~·-:·· a..:.
-~-r1.. u..:t .,,.;F~
were
Alll. ed fi·ght. •"·rs 1n a dog·-f·',,·;,..1
.2...o~- ., , 9 h1,+ .1.~.c
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followed, they could bring their heavy fire po~eT to bear.
There were so many aggressive Allied fighte~ patrols crowding
Luftwaffe skies that a ME-262 running aw~y £:us a fight was
very apt to blunder into a new enemy formation,
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boundaries, the tLde ag&1n3t t:1em became aJ~ ~·J2~.a~cne. Hitler's
repeated military blund~T~ s~~bled the alli~3 i:o have the time
to mount a massi~e prod1:c i~~ 0ffort tha~ Gi~~w~:elmed everything
in its path.
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Next 1:1 or ,:n. , cc·::_::_ report en ·e11e technical aspects of the development of the ME-262 and tie operational details that were
unique t~ this new propulsive method.
New back to 1980 . .
0
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tantly ;.-;_ad to l 221ve because of p:revious commitments.
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We saw a lot of our Fort Worth cousins there, too. Strangely,
it rained nearly all day in Bovineville, but we only had a
couple of light sprinkles on the east side of DFW.
The dc1.y 1 s :proceedings started about noon. BILL LAWLER and I
met RED MOR~IS, the doughty maple leafer, at noon at Addison
as he ancl GERRY BOUDREAU formation taxied up to the terminal
ramp. Red was again in his long range record setting 3 place
11
ZENAIR CE-- 300", 1vhile Gerry was in a very sharp looking tail
drasier ~ersicn of the CH-300 and fresh from an award winning
appearance at the Sun 'n Fun Fly-in.

After lunch, Bill accepted Red's invitation to ride over to
Airpark with him in the tri-gear Z. En route Red let him try
his hand flying it with the center mounted stick, and that was
.
f or b.
a new exper~ence
.1m.

The t~o ZENAIR 1 s were parked in front of the clubhouse just as
a De
ila.Li.I nc2cribou 11 STOL transport type taxied out and took
off in what looked like about four or five airplane lengths.
By 2:30 a goodly crowd had gathered to await DICK RUTAN's arrival
f:os Me~phis. Shortly after 3:00 p.m. he showed up overhead,
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s tough act ta follow after intermission, but he
came ~hroug~ i~ gr~nd style, He had a movie of various Zenair
doings and -~-t~gs in Ca~&aa: iTucluding a iilru account of float
flyiEg a Zensi •. No doubt you read most cf the story in Red's
arti~le in trie ~ast Spo~t ~viation, but he too had a lot of
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Needless to say, he was impressed. He got tot
his hand flying
it with the side stick and he liked it. He was ve;ry impressed
with the performance with full-back stick and its resistance to
stalling and gentle recovery when it did. He said the rear seat
wasn't very comfortable and was quite noisy on takeoff. All in
all, he thinks it's a fine airplane. Dick gave him a little
demonstration of the maneuverability of the airplane that almost
upset his tummy, too!
Dick made tracks for Austin later that day while Red and Gerry
left around noon for Waco. They, too, gave some buddy rides
before leaving. It was a real fun day for all of us, and what's
even nicer is that we'll all get a chance to get together later
on this week over at the Cleburne fly-in. What a nice way to
usher in the spring.
I saw KEN MORRIS at our Airpark blowout. In our conversation,
"the subject got around to the relatively new practice of chemical
oil analysis of aircraft engine oil at specific intervals. Ken
is an A & P, a designee of Chapter 34, has built two airplanes,
~nd is the president of Spectre, Inc. (P.O. Box 16526, Ft. Worth,
Texas 76133), which does spectrometric laboratory analysis of oil
samples.

l
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He gave a reprint of an article he had written in 1974 to use in
~ur newsletter, plus a page of tips on operating your aircraft
engine and still another sheet of maintenance tips. You'll find
some excellent information here, so read it carefully and then
file it away for awhile and re-read it, think about it, then
memorize it. It's an exercise in futility if the manufacturer
builds a long life precision engine and the FAA thoroughly tests
it and certifies it, and we carelessly or ignorantly operate and
maintain it. Remember the root word of "ignorantly" is ignore.
.If an aircraft is given the very best treatment, it will respond
with the very best of dependability and service.
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Will
liVE it fllll Ii 1
(REPRINTED FROM NOVE!'vlBER--DECEMBER l974 AERO MAGAZINE)
by KENNETH G. MORRIS

Some will, some will not. A few will
exceed TBO in good health. Modern
technology has contributed immensely
to reliability of the aircraft power
plant and one fast growing technique is
engine oil analysis. Properly used it
can contribute to your engine's
realihility and life as well as your
peace of mind.
Oil analysis can be compared to a
body fluid analysis by a doctor. Much
can be learned about a patient's health
by lab analysis. If abnormalities show
up, further examination. treatment or
a change of living habits are called lor.
However, the doctor has his patient sitting in the clinic or availablP for
further consultation and examination.
Most oil analysis "patients" ( your
engine) are hundreds or even
thousands of miles away. which leaves
further examination often up to self
treatment.
Quite often the oil analyst technician sees problems and knows the
engine will not live a full life. The
problem may be obvious or it may fall
within a group of suspect areas or it
may he that the "patient" has omitted
vital data or erred in filling out the examination form. Data sheet information is vital to evaluate the wear
numbers the spectrographic machine
produces from the oil sample. If the
amount of make up oil added has been
omitted and your engine is using more
oil than normal, the numbers will be
lower but in reality the engine may be
beginning to tire. Recent maintenance
info or a change in operating
characteristics of the engine can be the
clue that completes a puzzle.
Recently a moderate time engine
showed high copper but everything else
looked normal. Ordinarily the technician would suspect valve guide wear
but there was a note about low oil
pressure - you guessed it, worn
bearings! A week later the owner called
and confirmed the diagnosis. Two
mains wne worn so badly that the top
layer was gone and the bearings had
begun to slip. He had wanted badly to
change the diagnosis.
Don't conclude that ail "patients"
have a malady. Only a small percentage have problems. An "OK" oil

gn,1.l:,T::- f:~v2s you the sarn·2 ?!":?-s.1 .,,·,::clfr.,,_; ag n hen after your phy,i.:_oal t:ie
do-etor says, usee you next y;~ai\ fly
carefully""
We are taught in management das5
that 15 percent of employees will require 85 percent ol a supervisor't; time.
The same ratio applies to most administrative/rmmagement tasks ;,,nd h
looking inside your engine via oii
analysis. Nov1, 8fi percent of you c<'.n.
stop right here. Lei's look at the 15 percent !h,1t requires 8,'i percent cf the ail
analyst's time.
You knmlV that a person b1cgins to die
the moment he is horn. Also, life expectan:::-y has inc~·eased greatly in recent yearn. Likewise your en;(.ne
begins to wear out the first moment i,
roan; into life. Engine life expectancv
fTBO~ Time Betwern OverhauL has
increased greatly. Old timers migl1! say
drastically. Whether an engine reach,,s
TBO or exceeds THO depends on its
natural parents, the manufacturer or
overhauler and its adopted parents,
the owner and pilot. If this Rounds lik,;
an airplane engine is a living thi!!g those who have had one "die" in flight
know well that it is! (Yes, three times
in single engine, twice in Unde's
fighter planes and once in Mr. Piper'~
little yellow fighter.)
First, consider the natural parents.
The rnam.1facturer tells us how long an
engine should live if his care and
feeding instructions are fol!oweci.
Sometimes a miscalculation in desig-21
occurs and we are notified so that corrections can be made. When an engine
is "'Retn&rH. rfacturecf' or brought tG
uzero tirne'" by overhaut i.t?.1 a~:
tolerances are like new, we can expert
a new T'BO !ifo, providing the adopte:J
parents a,~ good to it
Overhau! is often another :rnaHer.
Let's consider the table of limits for the
cylinder of a popular engine. N:e·,,;
cylinder limits are 5.001 inctss
minimum to 5.003 inches maximum
and .002 out of round allowable. S,:;i?vice iimit is 5.006, three L, fiv,:,
thousandths difference! You t ..zi up tG
your most trusted shop and say,
"Overhaul". So after teardown and
cleaning a given cylinder mi!,2s tmt
~.OOFt and .:JU~-5 out of round----·:.".r~ttr~n

serviceable 1iinits. Yau ch!Jos0 to te-~.~~}f:
the cylinders and other ser\'ke1lGie
items rather th~in to regrind~ r0hfilr1~h;~

ulate to S1'V!? a buck. Will
•iha~l last an,:,•i.'ier TBO'? You

, •· .-:h•-""'·3

·

~-. . , .... i _mrse it aiong past service wear
Ji,,,as but likely have a rattling oil
de inker a'1d wonder why. Odds are
,hat you will have piston rings breaking and sticking along with cylinders
scui?d past the grindable or chrome
ui2.te limits. Then comes next overhaul
time and you have an expensive boat
,:rd-wr on your hands. Pages could be
vn: 0 ttPn here-crankshaft, cams11aft,
lii'wrs, rncker arms and bushings, etc.
but this e:rnmple should give the idea_
A michrnmeter log sheet of all your
parts made by the overhaul shop after
tea,:fown wili give the best clue as to ·
h,:w l..)~:g- the overhaul should last. If a
mike log wasn't made (some don't) dis,·115,; h with the man anyway so you
•xi 1./ k,;ew what to expect. The word
"overhaul" seems to have a wide conaotab:m these days and you just may
r'ot get what you think.
To the adopted parents of the
engin,", the owner and the pilot_ FAR
\! l. li33 says the owner or operator is
responsible for upkeep. Such routine
maintenance items as a worn carburetor air filter or leaking intake duct
,\ i :, allow dirt (silicon} to enter the
.,ngine and slowly grind it away. A
leaking intake pipe will cause a
cyiirn.Jer to run lean and burn valves,
we@, the guides and score the piston
Bm:! cylinder. A clogged injector or
malfunctioning distributor on injected
e.~gines wiil do the same. A leaking ex,
heust gasket can blow hot exhaust gas
,Jn an intake pipe and lean the
cy'iioder. A leaking primer will wash
::;f' fr,,,n cylinder walls. Bad mag timing a,,d ignition wires or spark plugs
,,,ii! c'olu.;ie uneven firing and excess
'c"'o&r. 3:Sipping an oil change will allow
''J,?tW roetals and silicon to build up and
:mbetl in soft bearing material and
~l.1dg0 can build up and restrict oil
vcss&g<'s.

- Pilot habits and techniques have a
\ft<!G:t :,earing on whether an engine will
THO. Let's look at some bad
J: · r-\':::. not necessarily in order of im,,,;rtM1ce. We will take an XC with
~,:in (}rinder ixnd ~ how not to make
,~.I~O. Sam crn.nks up and shoves half
:~:~::,u;~ to make it out of the grass
.,i0f; Erea (scuffed pistons, cylinder
wA!b. wa.rped valves and binding

SOME ACTUAL CASE HISTORIES FROM OUR FILE

FULL LIFE7

(WEAR NUMBERS

stems.in the not yet warm engine.) We
taxi a little fast to keep the plugs from
fouling I prnperly set idle mixture will
eliminate idle fouiing). Take the active
and cram full throttle, how this bird
will a<Telerate (did you hear that slight
cough'! Can you feel the engine groan
as it tries to warm up to Sam's impatient demand?) Now watch this
baby climb (low air speed, high power,
high angle of attack~hot engine, excessive wear). Level off, set high cruise
power and lean out to conserve fuel
(prolonged over leaning can literally
melt pistons). Enroute we climb to a
new altitude for better winds and
forget mixture and cowl flaps. (Engine
ran a little hot but didn't complain-modern engines are tough.) We
spot Sam ·_s destination airport and he
throttles back dropping the nose with
air speed in the yellow zone, (he thermal shock\!d the engine after start and
on take off by too rapid warm up so
now he thermal shocks by cooling in
rapid descent.) Then Sam opens the
cowl flaps on downwind just in case we
have to go around. Engines are built
from many different metals that expand and contract at different rates
with heat changes. It should be warmed and cooled as gradually as possible.
Ground station engines that run 24
hours per day at steady state last many
times longer than stop and start
engines.
By contrast, Sam has been known to
make Jong ground runs to "check
things out thoroughly". Inadequate
ground cooling on aircraft engines will
cause hot spots when it is overdone.
Then there are periods of two or three
months the airplane sits as light corrosion begins to form. Fly it around the
patch as often as you can. You'll keep
the engine as well as your own
proficiency from getting rusty. Short
ground runs can generate moisture inside. It would be better to just turn it
over a few times with switch off.
Engines that exceed TBO are those
that are used daily.
Some time later long faced Sam
grumbles. "You just can't believe
advertising anymore. That engine
should have gone another 400 hours to
overhaul".
Any one or a combination of baddies
mentioned will reduce engine life.
Even a one time occurence will show a
higher wear reading on the next oil
analysis. Most pilots will slip up now
and then, yours truly included. If one
analysis shows a wear element a little
higher than it has been. think owr
your operating techniques for that oil
change period.
Oil analysis and proper operating
techinques will g/) a long way to prevent the most terrifying sound in the
world ... a ,-iient airplane engine' €)
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*CHARTING YOUR OIL ANALYSIS:

SOME LIKE TO PLOT EACH REPORT.

FINE, BUT DO NOT USE RAW NUMBERS UNLESS OIL HOURS ARE THE SAME
11
FOR EACH SAMPLE. IF
HOURS ON OIL!! VARIES MORE THAN AN HOUR OR SO
11
AT EACH SAMPLE, THE NUMBERS MUST BE llNORMALIZED
TO PLOT. HERE
IS HQW: DIVIDE HOURS ON OIL INTO EACH WEAR ELEMENT READING PLOT,

=

ie;

OIL HOURS 15 25,

Fe READING IS 27. 7,

I. 1, THIS IS THE NUMBER TO PLOT.

THEN

DIVIDE 25 INTO 27. 5

DO THE SAME FOR EACH WEAR ELEME

INSTRUCTIONS

TAKING THE SAMPLE
OIL SHOULD BE WARM THIS ON DATA FORM.

TAKEN WITHIN 30 MINUTES AFTER SHUTDOWN.

IF SAMPLE WAS TAKEN COLD, NOTE

WARM SAMPLE READINGS ARE MORE ACCURATE THAN COLD SAMPLE READINGS.

OIL DRAIN
CAUTION: TO AVOID SEDIMENTS. LET A QUART OR SO

CATCH A BOTTLE FULL DURING OIL DRAIN.
ESCAPE BEFORE Fil.LING BOTTLE,

BETWEEN OIL CHANGES
ON DRY SUMP ENGINES

WITH SEPERATE OIL TANK

AROUND BOTTLE NECK AND DIP FROM TANK,
OIL FILLER NECK OR DIP STICK HOLE,
BOTTLE,

SECURELY WRAP A PIECE OF SAFETY WIRE

WET SUMP ENGINES -

INSERT A CLEAN TUBE THROUGH

PLACE THUMB OVER TUBE AND WITHDRAW, THEN DRAIN INTO

SEVERAL DIPS MAY BE NECESSARY TO F!L.L BOTTL.E, A'c'On:J \li:.RY BOTTOM OF SUMP OR

TANK,

SEE FIGURE AT RIGHT
(PLASTIC TUBING IS AVAILABLE IN HARDWARE STORES -

VERY INEXPENSIVE,

FLUSH TUBE WITH SOLVENT OR FUEL FROM ENGINE OR TANK STRAINER BEFORE;; ANO AFTER USE ANO SLING DRY,

STOW IN A PLASTIC BAG FOR FURTHER

USE.)

INFORMATION REQUIRED WITH SAMPLE
FILL IN THE DATA SHl::ET COMPLETELY,

EACH BIT OF DATA 15 A CLUE TO YOUR EN-

GINE'S CONDITION, MAKE UP OIL ADDED (OIL CONSUMPTION) , RECENT MAli~TENANCE, DESCRIPTION OF ANY SUSPECTED PROBLEM,

INACTIVE HISTORY, ETC.,

ARE ALL VITAL CLUES TO EVALUATION OF THE SPECTROMETER READINGS.

SAMPLING FREQUENCY
SAMPLING FROM EACH OIL DRAIN 15 MOST !DEAL -

AT THE RECOMMENDED OIL CHANGE HOURS FOR YOUR

PARTICULAR ENGINE. THE PROGRAM WORKS BEST WHEN OIL CHANGE HOURS AND SAMPLE FREQUENCY ARE
CONSISTENT,

NOTE: A SAMPL.E WITH FEWER THAN TEN HOURS ON OIL (EXCEPT AFTER MAJOR OVERHAUL) CAN
GIVE MISLEADING RESULTS BECAUSE A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF OIL CLINGS TO INTERNAL SURFACES
OF THE ENGINE ANO DOES NOT DRAIN.

WHEN TO START OIL ANALYSIS PROGRAM
AFTER FIRST FLIGHT ON A NEW OR MAJOR OVERHAULED ENGINE IS THE MOST IDEAL TIME.

STARTING ON

A HIGH TIME ENGINE MAY TAKE TWO OR THREE SAMPLES TO DETERMINE IF IT IS GOING UP THE WEAROUT CURVE (SEE CHART 3, PAGE 3).

.

NEVERTHELESS, YOUR PROGRAM CAN BE STARTED AT ANY TIME,

GENERAL INFORMATION

BREAK-IN PERIOD
OIL. SHOUL.D BE CHANGED FREQUENTLY DURING BREAK-IN PERIOD,

THE HIGH METAL GENERATION RATE CAN

LEAVE PARTICL.ES IMBEDDED IN SOFT BEARING MATERIAL AND REDUCE ENGINE LIFE.
PAGE 3) • CHART (1) IS OUR OWN ENGINE WITH OIL CHANGES AT 2, 6,

(SEE CHARTS I & 2,

I 5, AND 25 HOURS,

WEAR METALS vs CHIPS
WEAR METALS THAT THE SPECTROMETER DETECT ARE SUBMICROSCOPIC IN SIZE ANO REMAIN SUSPENDED
IN THE OIL,

LARGER PARTICLES THAT CANNOT BE SEEN BY NAKED EYE CAN BE SEEN AND IDENTIFIED BY

MICROSCOPE AFTER PULLING A FEW DROPS OF OIL THROUGH A VACUUM FILTER PATCH.

WE SOMETIMES DO

THIS ON SUSPECTED PROBLEM CASES. CHIPS OR SHAVINGS THAT YOUR OIL SCREEN OR EXTERNAL FILTER
CATCH SOMETIMES WILL NOT REFLECT AS WEAR BY THE SPECTROMETER IF THE CONDITION 15 NOT GENERATING EXCESSIVE WEAR PARTICLES,

IF YOU HAVE AN EXCESS OF CHIPS AT ANY TIME SEND THEM ALONG

WITH YOUR OIL SAMPLE ANO WE WILL TRY TO IDENTIFY THE METAL,

A FEW METAL FLECKS IN THE SCREEN

FROM TIME TO TIME 15 NORMJ',L,

OILS
ENGINE

MANUFACTURER SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS GIVE SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS ON OJL TYPES ANO GRADES

AS WELL AS ADDITIVES,

IT 15 GOOD POLICY TO KNOW AND FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS,

KEEP A RECORD OF YOUR ENGINE PERFORMANCE OIL PRESSURE, OIL CONSUMPTION,
PROBLEM

SIGNALS,

MENTALLY IF NOT WRITTEN,

FUEL CONSUMPTION OR STATIC

A CHANGE IN MAG DROP,

RPM VS MANIFOLD PRESSURE ARE

CHECK EXHAUST STACK OCCASIONAL.LY FOR SOOT,

LET US KEEP TRACK OF IN-

TERNAL WEAR.

WE OF SPECTRO SINCERELY WISH YOU GREATER ENGINE CONFIDENCE AND YOUR ENGINE A LONGER
USEFUL LIFE,

FL YING YOUR ENGINE

Following are some do's and don'ts for operation of reciprocating aircraft engines that will reduce engine problems
and enhance engine longevity and aircraft safety:

GROUND RUNNING: Modern aircraft engines need air flow for proper cooling. Avoid long ground runs.ALWAYS
fully open cowl flaps for ALL ground operations. NEVER warm up with cowl flaps closed.
AIR SPEED IN CLIMB: Climb at less than recommended air speed results in inadequate air flow over the engine, hot
spots and excessive wear. Many pilots use a climb IAS of a few knots above the book recommended number. A little
loss in rate of climb is made up in miles gained - and the engine likes it better.

THROTTLE MOVEMENTS: Rapid throttle movement, on the ground or in the air, will cause different parts of the
engine to expand and contract at different rates as engine temperatures change and cause binding an:i twisting
resulting in excessive wear each time it is done. Throttle chopping is a prime cause of cylinder head cracking and
other engine problems. Always use smooth throttle movements.
LETDOWNS: Over cooling the engine during descent results in lead fouling and excessive wear. Lean for smooth
engine operation during descent. The ideal descent from cruise altitude is to reduce manifold pressure two or three
inches and descend at about 300 FPM. Trim slightly nose down and let the air speed build up only slightly. A good
rule of thumb to calculate start of letdown point is: Six percent (x .06) of ground speed for each 1,000 feet of
altitude to be lost gives the distance from destination to begin, ie, 150 GS x .06 = 9 miles x 5,000 feet (cruise
altitude above traffic altitude) = 45 miles. Begin descent 45 miles from destination. Keep the engine warm NEVER let the propeller turn the engine.
COWL FLAPS: Leave the cowl flaps CLOSED during letdown and approach. If you must go around the engine will
be warmer to take power. Most engines will not overheat unless climb is extended, then there is plenty of time to
open the cowl flaps.
MIXTURE CONTROL: Prolonged excessively lean mixture at cruise power will eventually burn exhaust valves and
pistons. In extreme cases it can cause de~nation resulting in piston collapse or cylinder head failure. Rich mixture
contributes to plug fouling, carboning and ring and valve sticking. Follow the handbook instructions for your
aircraft and engine.
IDLE MIXTURE: Maladjusted idle mixture can cause a host of engine problems, fouled spark plugs, sticking valves,
burned valves, stuck piston rings, carboned pistons and cylinder heads, blackening of oil and even wheel brake
problems - if you kick up the RPM a little during taxi to prevent plug fouling. Idle mixture is easy to check - see
CHECKING IDLE MIXTURE under maintenance tips.
CARBURETORS: Improper carburetor calibration has on occasion been found to be the culprit causing excessive
engine wear. Keeping track of fuel consumption is one way a pilot can detect this potential problem.
SOOT IN EXHAUST STACK: Occasionally swipe your finger inside the exhaust stack. Excessive or increasing soot
buildup indicates ring blowby and trouble down the road.
COLD WEATHER STARTS: Oil is partially congealed and slow to begin circulation. Care must be exercised in use
of power until the engine has begun to warm and oil pressure has stabilized. Heavy priming will wash oil from the
cylinder walls and result in excessive wear - not to mention the fire hazard.

INACTIVE ENGINES: Engines that are used regularly last longer. If you cannot fly regularly turn the engine over
(by hand or starter) at least every two weeks. Short ground runs only add to internal corrosion since oil must be
brought to operating temperature to boil out the water and acids. Engines expected to be inactive a month or more
should be "pickeled" in accordance with the manufacturers instructions.
LISTEN TO YOUR ENGINE: Engines can talk - if you will listen! Be alert for gradual changes in engine sounds, oil
consumption, fuel consumption, changes in temperatures and pressures. The engine just might be trying to tell you
something. Engine failures without warning signals are extremely rare.
SPECTRO, Inc.
P.O. Box 16526
Ft. Worth, Texas 76133

SOME MAINTENANCE TIPS

COMPRESSION TEST: The differential compression test is designed to check whether a cylinder may be leaking by
the piston rings, exhaust valve or the intake valve. If there is a compression loss listen to the crank case vent, exhaust
stack and carburetor intake to find where the cylinder is losing pressure. A good pressure indication may not be
conclusive. Rocking the propeller back and forth VERY SLIGHTLY while pressure is on the cylinder will show a
pressure fluctuation if piston ring lands are worn.

BORESCOPE: A carefully conducted borescope look in the cylinders will often reveal the cylinder causing excess

wear when a compression check will not reveal the problem cylinder. Another method sometimes used to find a
problem cylinder is to insert a mechanics magnet through the top spark plug hole and check for iron fuzz in the
bottom of the cylinder.

OIL ON SPARK PLUGS: Worn, stuck or broken piston rings and/or worn valve guides , c the usual cause. Rings can
be broken and the cylinder still have good compression if the compression rings (top) arr in good shape. Badly worn
valve guides will sometimes allow oil to drain down into the exhaust pipe or into the carburetor duct while the
engine sits idle.
INTAKE PIPE LEAK (CARB TO CYLINDER): This is a common problem that will lean the affected cylinder and

cause hot running with excess Witter. Check to make sure all fittings are secure.
'-U!,'11\lf.

EXHAUST GASKET LEAKS: Hot exhaust gasses leaking around a cylinder head will cause excessive cylinder wear.
Exhaust gasket leaks are easy to detect by visual inspection.
FUEL INJECTORS: Even a partially clogged injector on an injected engine will starve that cylinder and cause it to

run hot resulting in excessive wear and power loss.
MAGNITO TIMING: Improper magnito timing to the engine can cause hot running and loss of power. Excessive or
lack of mag drop is an indication of poorly timed magnitos.
CHECKING IDLE MIXTURE: Warm the engine to operating temperature then allow the engine to stabilize at idle
RPM. Pull the mixture control to idle-cut-off and carefully observe both RPM and manifold pressure as the engine
dies. RPM should hesitate (not go up more than ten RPM) before falling. Manifold pressure should go down about½
inch before going up as the engine dies. Push the mixture in before engine stops and repeat the above several times.
If RPM goes immediately down and manifold pressure immediately up as engine dies the idle mixture is set too
LEAN. RPM up more than ten RPM and manifold pressure down more than ½ inch the mixture is too RICH. Idle
RPM will usually require setting after idle mixture is adjusted.
DEFINITION of a RECIPROCATING ENGINE: An assembly of hundreds of parts made from various metals that

rotate and reciprocate several thousand times per minute at extreme temperatures and pressures constantly trying to
tear itself apart.
011,. ANALYSIS: Routine and regular engine oil analysis can help you detect and correct small problems before they
become big problems.
SPECTRO, Inc.
P.O. Box 16526
Ft. Worth, Texas 76133
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In answer to my call for help on writing the newsletter, I got
a letter fr~m chapter_members Eugene Bryant, Robert Pace, and
Terry McClain. Here is Robert's letter first.
EAR TO THE GROUND DEPARTMENT
By Robert Pace

1.

I talked to a professiona pilot friend cf mine (who shall
rem~in_nameless for obvious reasons) a couple of weeks ago.
He indicated that 80 octane was not available at his field
a~d he_had to fly 20-30_miles to another airport to gas up
his taildragger. He said many of the people where he ties

down are now burning MOGAS.
(Note from Ed: I too know of
several pilots using MOGAS exclusively. One of them has
used nothing else for over 200 hours with zero problems.)

J,f

z.

Another friend, who works at Addison, said somebody out
there just got a dozen L-19's he is planning to rebuild.
•Where could you glom onto that many short of buying out
someone's air force? Hmmm . . .

3.

I went to Chapter 34's meeting with an old friend, Bert
Williams.
(Back in ancient times when I was a kid he
used to come over to visit my older brother wearing one
of those brown leather jackets with wings stenciled on
the breast.) They had a question/answer session for
three IA's. The questions ranged from painting, tracking a prop, mouse tracks in the wing, hydraulic systems, finding and curing main span corrosion, engine
balancing, and curing a taildragger that darts for the
dandelions. It was quite interesting overall. Two
items are worth repeating:
(1) When re·storing an aircraft most people disassemble it and make a big pile
of the pieces. Continual looking at the pile brings
on terminal depression and disillusionment to the
average restorer. A better way is to leave the aircraft essentially whole. Take off one item (say an
elevator) and completely rework that item. Uncover,
clean, inspect, rework, and recover through silver.
Hang the items on the ceiling and start the next item.
In this manner, you immediately see the finished items
when you go into the shop. Also, covering the items
helps keep the interior clean and stops the items from
gathering dust into the nooks and crannies that would
just have to be removed later.
(2) To check and correct the track of a taildragger landing gear, try this:

a.

Chock airplane and put tail up on a sawhorse.

b.

Drop a plumbline from the tailpost and center of the
prop hub to establish a centerline.

c.

Chalk line the centerline.

d.

C-clamp a straightedge (2x4?) to each wheel and measure to the centerline. Both measurements should be
the same (plus or minus 1/8 inch or so).

e.

Do the same thing again except toward the tail.
Measurements ahead of and behind the wheel should
be essentially the same.

f.

Measure from the centerline at the tailpost (extended) to
the end of each axle. These measurements should be equal.
The main gear should be neutral to a slight toe-in.

g.

Having determined the guilty gear needing adjustment,
remove the wheel and slip a long pipe (cheater) over that
axle and "adjust" it. Depending on the amount of correction needed and the gear design, sometimes heat may be
required, too, or even removal and bench rework of the
gearleg. A properly tracked landing gear will take a lot
of excitement out of your taildragger landings.

h.

I talked to DOC FAIRCHILD at the Chapter 34 meeting, and
he says they expect to load BEN DUARTE's old CANARD to
failure either next month or the following one. He is
awaiting return of the loading fixture (which was a student
project). His students did tensional bending, flutter, and
other tests and calculations using this "rejected" piece.
The data generated will be passed on to BURT RUTAN says the
good doctor.

* * * * * * * * * * *
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Eugene Bryant called me one Sunday night a few weeks ago to tell
me a sad tale about his PL-4j but asked me to keep it confidential
for the moment. However, he's now decided that his experience
might benefit someone else, so he's very generously offered it.
One comment he made was, "Boy! You sure find out who your friends
are at a time like this. I've had all kinds of offers of help,
everything from physical labor to offers of materials for repair. '
(One guy even offered to let me take over his RV-3 project). I
may need some help when it comes to aligning the wings and getting
the proper dihedral in them. That part is the only thing that
worries me. Anyway, I'll keep you posted."
By way of explanation of the PL-4 accident, there was a strong
crosswind blowing, and after the airplane became airborne the
pilot failed to stop the drift and hooked a fence post, spinning
it around. It sounded like a case of the crosswind component
being beyond the capability of the airplane being flown by a
pilot unfamiliar with its characteristics. Anyway, Gene has our
sympathy, and here's his story.
By Gene Bryant

Well, now it can be told! I got my PL-4 bent up. When I called
Dick Cavin on Sunday evening, I had just finished dragging it
home and was somewhere between the accident and the realization

that it had really ,happened. I didn't get much sleep that night.
I'll bet I visualized that accident a million times with thoughts
of "what if's" and "why did I's". I think I would have felt better if I could have cried. Also, as you know, I was in a terrible
dilemna about what to do about the FAA. Being t
natural cm:rnrd
that I am; I was somewhat app:rehensi•Je
OE
·
..::oac:
enio
In
fact, I wasn't even too sure of who was supp se to
~at.
The next morning (Monday), I dug out the regulations and refreshed
myself. My God! I wasn't even supposed to have moved the wreckage
and here I was, not only had I moved it---1 had carted it home! I
also determined that as the owner, it was
sponsibility to
report the accident. God! I had thought
it was the responsibility of the pilot to do this. Well, here I was---one day late
with reporting and, on top of that, I had moved
wreckage. I
had visions of the FAA comi-n at me looking like one of those bears
in the Snuffy Smith comics ip. It scared me!
Well, after much soul searcting and thought, I decided that they
might kill me, but I doubted that they would eat me. So, I called
them.
(At the time, I wasn't too sure whether the plane could be
repaired or if it would have to be written off, I realized that
I was in for some tall explaining if I couldn't repair it. I
would be left with an "N" number and wreckage and God knows what
else. It could snowball.)
Well, as I said, I called them. And, gee---they're nice people!
They were very understanding. We're super fortunate to have such
people in our area. Glenn Welsh (the FAA representative) asked
me a few questions about the accident, got all the details, and
told me that they would probably go out and look at the site and/
or question the pilot, and that would be it. I explained that I
hadn't gotten my repairman's certificate yet, that I had almost
completed the required inspection of the plane
was about to
apply for it and that the plane was due for relicensing in April.
He asked me who my FAA inspector had been. It turned out that
the inspector worked for him. He then told me to get back with
the inspector (Bill Daniel) and explain the circumstances, and
Bill would tell me what course of action to take to get back
into the inspection cycle. As it turned out, Bill remembered
the airplane. (H~ cried just a little with me.) He told me to
take as long as I needed to get the plane repaired, and then to
call him. He would look at it when I got it re
to fly (no
inspections) and Erobably restrict me to my test area for four
or five hours. T at .was all! What could be nicer? You know,
we may have trouble with those bureaucrats at · ·
.e
FAA heap, but those fellows at the bottom a:re
s!
I couldn't get up enough nerve to look at the
every closely
until Wednesday evening. Although the damage is considerable, I
am going to try to repair it. It's about
if as bad as I first
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thought. I think that I can splice, replace, and repair everything, but you never can tell. It's hard to tell much with all
that wrinkled skin on it. There could be more (or less) damage
when I tear into it. The engine could be serious. Fortunately,
the fellow that wrecked it called me Wednesday evening. He is
ready to pay all costs. I feel real good about him. You couldn't
ask for more than that.
I won't be able to take the plane to the Cleburne Fly-in, but
maybe I can make it to Denton. Only time will tell. You guys
may get the chance to fly it yet.
I have people look at me like a "tree full of owls" when I say
that I'll let most anyone fly the "Poz". Sure, I expect to have
some things happen to it. You know---groundloop, a ding a wing
tip, or run into a brush, or maybe even crunch an outer panel;
but I never expected in my wildest imagination that I would have
something as serious as this happen. The airplane isn't vicious.
It's just quick and responsive, but plenty strong to take care of
a guy. So I'll probably go right on letting people fly it. I'll
just be a little more selective. Crazy? Maybe. But something
this great is better when it is shared. My feeling is that you
can't expect a person to recognize and appreciate fine wine if
they've never tasted it. Right?

* * * * * * * * * * *
March 30 - the Cleburne Fly-in was on the wrong day it seems.
It was almost rained out when the squall line came through at
6:00 a.m. but, if that wasn't enough, it almost got blown out,
too. The WNW winds hit 20-30 mph nearly all day and everyone
that came got a chance to sharpen up on crosswing procedures.
BOB CUTLER was one of those. He said he got along all right
when he remembered my tip to always turn your cap bill around
into the wind. When people see that, they know that you know
all about crosswinds, too. They especially are aware of it if
you carry your butterfly net around at all times, tool
Bob reported that among those present were FRANK HAILE in his
Bonanza, GUY JONES SMITH in his super beautiful Starduster Too,
TONY BINGELIS up from Austin in his slick Emeraude, DON OWENS
(Fort Worth) in his Varieze, BEN DUARTE and his Varieze, NORM
SEATON and the Yankee EDDIE EILAND's Sonnerai II made i t s - first public appearance still in its plain test flight dress.
He'll give it a pretty paint job soon. CLARENCE WAY's C-140
was on hand for the big bombing event, but it was said that the
bombing contest was called off by mutual agreement, although
it was said that some parties were more anxious than others to
postpone the event.
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There were also a few representatives from the Abilene Chapter
th;;:rE too: MINOT PIPER in a Shinn 2150 and EARL ZIMMERLY in a
TheI'e vvCcs a Mooney Mite, a Tri Pacer on deck, along with LEA
£11n:1 n'!"''' - '::\ ')J:'.'ok::oe Six, BII.,:L LAWLER' s Super 17 5 Cessna (with

sur
the

and
resc
late
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,~,0 and constant ~speed prop on the nose), and also a
~ag of other factory types. Not too bad, considering
:_._e-r. Bob said about 75 heads were counted all told,
:. the barbecue was really superb. Maybe we ought to
.J.e another joint fly-in with Chapter 34 a little
,,rget, there will be a fly-in at Kitty Hawk June 1st.

Tte L _lers have a new cocker pub that they call Mocha-Ray,
and i~ s already used to flying. The way it follows Bob
aroun
I think he should have named it "Tail Wheel".
T wa
~~s of those that didn't make Cleburne, as we spent
most)£ the day getting my father-in-law in the hospital for
some il~cessary surgery. Oh well, maybe next time.

FRA:t-SL .1.S :R.:i::CHARDSON and I are planning a 1 i ttle trip to Chino,
Cal:i f::ir::.:i.a in my T-18 later this month (assuming the weather
coopsrates, of course). He'll be airlining it back to get
back to work the day after the fly-in is over, but I plan to
prowl ?:.I'Jln-.td California a day or so afterward and perhaps visit
sc%e ::i:' r·;y old compadres. Chapter member DAN DUDASH lives in
Nctth ·:Icllyvwod (one of our most far flung suburbs) and he' 11
hava his super slick T-18 at Chino, too.

I dcG 1 t think the average person really comprehends how deeply
we are i~to the space age. I know I didn't. I got curious
rec~ntly and did a little research and was just more than a
little shocked at what I learned. We don't hear too much anymore about satellite launchings, but between 1963 and 1978,
sa~el~i~es.serving militari purposes were .
.,o_,1.,,, .. ,.,~. _r.to "'pace.
~his 1s only about 75 o of all satellites
launched 9 too.
In 1978 alone, 112 military satellites were
l2u
or about one every three days! The uses are for
T'f;C~1 . . ~"•:?_:2.~~~t::.:::ice;; early ,-varnir1g, communications, and navigation.
In
every near future, satellite-based navigation systems
will ~aJe the capability to guide a weapon to anywhere on
eartG ta within a 15 foot radius of its target!
The same
c-a~ s'·. '}j ·:-y to navigate an aircraft, ship, or land vehicle
½_f,
0inpoint accuracy will also exist at the same time.

~--,:~:~;~:'.:,_iof.1~5~6
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sualize the potential of such a navigation system
aft? Every aircraft could have the equivalent of
' ~e now have on 747's, but much more accurate, and

what's more, at a tiny fraction of the cost! The next step
would be a tiny computer (using microprocessors) that could
tell you what course to steer for any place on earth, and
after you had moved a short time it could tell you what your
drift angle is, the wind direction and velocity, groundspeed,
ETA, track, etc. The possibilities are really only limited
by what the cost will be.
We are really on the threshold of some big, big changes in
aircraft equipment, instrumentation, communication, navigation, and (hopefully) aircraft traffic control. Micro-electronics can tell the pilot what his fuel flow is and how much
he'll have remaining at destination. It can tell the pilot
what every engine component is doing and warn him instantly
when anything deviates from the norm. Prop pitch, mixture,
oil and head temperature could be automatically controlled.
Many of these items will save weight and complexity. Eventually, as automotive applications proliferate, these things
will become relatively inexpensive. (Relatively inexpensive
means as compared to a bar of gold, of course.)
Inflation and tight credit are hitting the aircraft industry
hard, especially in the single engine category. So far, the
companies that buy big twins and jets don't have a problem
financing, but the number of units sold falls and falls.
Layoffs are widespread at all of the Big Three plants, as
well as at Bellanca, Mooney, etc.
If homebuilt aircraft "manufactured" in 1980 continues to
climb at the rate of 1978 and 1979, it is quite possible
that it will climb to a #2 position. (It was #3 last year
in number of units built.) That worries me a bit in one
way, as it might prompt the companies affected to loudly
protest. On the other hand, they long ago "wrote off" the
"cheapie" airplane for personal use as not worthy of their
efforts profit wise.
RECOMMENDED READING DEPARTMENT
I'm not really a fan of Peter Garrison because of his rather
sneering attitude towards most homebuilt aircraft, but I do
respect his intelligence in some areas. In the March and
April issues of "Flying", he details his urge to put a turbo
in his MELMOTH (to satisfy his thirst for high cruise speed
up above most of the weather). To put it plainly, he made
several incorrect assumptions. For everyone that has dreams
of cruising 250 mph at 24,000 feet, it is must reading. Those
issues detail his problems, disappointments,and emergencies.
He also found that his MELMOTH needed considerably more span.
Enough more that it dictated a tapered planform on the outer
panels to keep weight in line. He's doing that now, too.
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After reading his articles, one can't help but wonder what
changes and compromises were made in the popular factory
built airplanes when they added turbos. The bottom line
of course is whether the extra cost, weight, etc. is really
worth it.
You may really be seeing flying saucers in the near future.
A British design firm has been given a financial green light
to build a prototype of their "Thermo-Skyship". It will be
about 230 feet in diameter, strongly reminding one of a
doughnut without the hole in the middle. It will be filled
with helium, have four turbo props spaced 90 degrees apart
permitting it to maintain reading even in crosswinds. It
will also use thermal lift, as well as forward speed to
augment its lift capacity of 19 tons in the STOL mode (or
12 tons in vertical lift). The shape will also improve
stability and permit firmer mooring to ground anchors.
Initially it will use jet fuel, but future use of hydrogen
is anticipated as engine fuel, so tanks are completely
surrounded with inert helium for maximum safety.
If you see a twin engine turbo prop that strongly resembles
a non-sanforized version of the C-130 Hercules, you are
probably looking at the CASA C-212-100, a Spanish commuter
import. It's better known as the "AVIOCAR" in Europe. Some
have been operated by Air Logistics in Alaska and have spent
hundered of hours operating out of 1500 foot dirt strips,
carrying up to 28 people.
DON STOVALL called to tell me about a brand new local source
Tor AN and MS hardware of all kinds---bolts, nuts, rivets,
and other fasteners. It's "AB Fasteners Company" at 2929
Ladybird Lane (which is near the Walnut Hill Lane and Denton
Drive intersection. The telephone number is 350-7051. The
"AB" stands for ALVIN BOYNTON, a super nice guy that many
of you may remember during his years of service with Lawrence
Brothers Engineering. He's always been very accommodating
to EAAers and will continue to do so. Let's try not to abuse
the privilege by orders too minuscule, etc. It costs as much
in time and money to write up a $1.00 order as one for $10.00.
In closing, compadres, I again solicit stories and other material from you for our newsletter. I've hand written 21 pages
this month, at a cost of considerable pain in my arm and I'm
afraid I can't hack that much next month (or probably in other
months after that, too.). Unfortunately, I can't write copy
by dictating into a recorder as my brain goes to idle thrust
when my mouth opens. I haven't had even one person answer my
requests for reporters. I well know each and every one of
you tells yourself that "I can't do it". How do you know
until you try? Did you have that same attitude when you

thought about building an airplane? I think most of you said,
"Well, maybe I can, so I'll try and see how it goes." Right?
In coming issues, we'll be using a lot of reprints from earlier
issues of Sport Aviation in the place of copy formerly written
locally---unless . . .
And now follows TERRY McCLAIN's excellent shop tips, very well
illustrated. Pay close attention to his method of saving a
rod end fitting. Frequently you can find surplus push-pull
tubes, except they may be the wrong length for your needs.
Here's a very good tip to re-size them to your own requirements and save a few pesos.
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Thanks again, Terry.

Keep 'em coming.

We also want to thank TOMMY THOMPSON for his presentation on
the fuel valve lubricant at our February meeting. Our chemical
expert DAVE KERNODLE says it is basically a soap (insoluble in
hydrocarbons) instead of a wax, as we believed.
Note that our April meeting will be (as usual) on the fourth
Tuesday of the month. That's A~ril 22nd, and as usual at
Skyline at 7:30. Unless otherwise scheduled, just remember
it's always the fourth Tuesday, same place, same time.
Adios!

FOR SALE

'ED BEABOUT (214/893-1416 in Sherman) has his 200 hp Pitts for
sale so he can buy a lot at Aero Country.

He also has two

pair of Goodyear 600 x 6 wheels and brakes for sale at $80 a
pair.

RICH WALKER (379-5238) has a complete BD-4 kit for sale well
below list price.

The fselage is well along, too.

I've

seen it and the work is first class.

NORM SEAMAN will auction the VP-1 aircraft and a pair of
Cessna wheel pants (505 tires) at our next meeting.

SEATONS' SAFETY SUMMARY
BY

NORMAN AND SHARON SEATON
We have received an excellent r~sponse to the FAA "Safe Pilot
Proficiency Award" program, which was outlined in your last Newsletter.
We want to see Chapter 168 support this program 100%, as it is important
that we keep the EAA reputation for supporting safety programs. Everyone who was present at the Air Park meeting in March has already completed
¾ of the easy requirements to earn the FAA wings. Remember, the rest of
the program involves the flight instructor of your choice: you must
have 3 hours of flight instruction in specified areas of flight review.
John Jarchow, the Accident Prevention Specialist for this district, will
be at the July meeting to present the awards to those in the chapter
completing all the requirements.
If you haven't flown your airplane in several weeks, please be sure
to doublecheck your fuel. A Cessna 172 was heavily damaged at Dallas
North Airport just recently, due to engine failure. The FAA, in inspecting the accident• drained over l½ gallons of water from the fuel tank!
Are you presently flying your aircraft without a current Biennial
Flight Review? If you are, and you are checked by the FAA, you will
probably be issued a violation. Furthermore, the FAA can check your
logbook and write a separate violation for every flight flown illegallyo
Now imagine the following telephone conversation:
PILOT: Hello, Mro Insurance Man!
my aircraft insurance.
INSURANCE MAN:
twelve months?
PILOT:

I want to renew

Have you had any violations in the last

Well---urrr---uh.o.Yes ••..

INSURANCE MAN:
PILOT:

I'll be glad to.

This is Joe Pilot.

Oh •••• (long pause ••• )

How many violations?

Would you believe I flew 45 hours?

And I have 45 violations ••••

(Note: We are unable to complete this conversation due to the fact that
this is a family-oriented newsletter.)
Preventive measure for the above situation:
Bad Answer: Do not log flight time. Whoops! This won't work--you are
therefore in violation of the 90-day currency regulation.
Good Answer: See your friendly flight instructor and have him combine
your Biennial Flight Review with the Pilot Proficiency Program.
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ANTIQUES,CLASSICS, HOMEBUILT$ & WARBIRDS
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■

NO REGISTRATION FEE FOR DISPLAY AIRCRAFr

■

STATIC DISPLAYS

■

CONFEDERATE AIR FORCE B-17

■

GUARDED AIRCRAFT

■

Bl.IlJ\IEISER HOT AIR BALLOON

■

ARMY PRECISION HELICOPTER TEAM

■ AWARDS.DINNER

SA1URDAY EVENING - OASIS mTEL

■

TROPHIES FOR BEST AIRCRAFT -JUDGING ENDS 4

■

SUNDAY AIRSHOW BY TEXAS OUTLAWS

■

TEMPORARY CONTROL TCMER 123.1 - CONTACT PSX FSS 117.3

■

TRANSPORTATION BE1WEEN AIRPORT, MTI'ELS & LETULLE

■

HAMBURGER COOKOlff FRIDAY EVENING FOR EARLY ARRIVALS

■

80 & 100 OCTANE AVAILABLE

• HELD IN CONJUNCTION
■

wrrn ANNUAL

PM

SATURDAY

PARK

BAY CITY "SPRING FLING" CELH~L-S:KfION

CO-SPONSORED BY HOUSTON EAA GIAPTERS AND BAY
For Information Contact:
Bay City Chamber
713/245-8333
Chuck Gruby
713/486-6280
Doug Scott
713/645-1895
Rocky Howard
713/780-4944

CITY CHAMBER
or 487-2120
or 494-3791
or 621-2510

■

MEET MIKE KAWATO, 1HE JAPANESE ACE WHO SHOI' OOWN PAPPY BOYINl;r::N

■

AIMISSION $1 PER HEAD -

■

MJTELS IN BAY CITY, TEXAS
Oasis Motor Hotel
713/245-5561
Cattleman's Motel
713/245-1751
713/244-1432
South Texas Inn
Flamingo :M:>tei
713/245-8308

$38
$30
$28
$24

dbl
dbl
dbl
dbl

-

$34
$22
$22
$16

single
single
singl0;

single

SERVING ALL YOUR NEEDS IN:
HEATING, AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION

CLARDY's CONTRACT SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN G.E. EQUIPMENT
9007 SAN BENITO

214/.327-4.324

FROM ONE HOMEBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any Kind-Auto, Plane, Home, Business ••• Let:
DELMO JOHNSON INSURANCE AGENCY

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.
Just Cal I:
Delmo (Pitts Special> Johnson
1901 Ross, 214/741-6001 or 747-06.35

M. J. KRUGER
817/5.3.3-2.307
RT. 1, MALONE, TEXAS 76660

KRUGER PROPELLER SERVICE

vertising
Artist
2416½ McKinney Avenue
Dallas, Te.ras 75201
214 + 741-2604

SPECIALIZING IN AIRCRAFT, MARINE AND
EXPERIMENTAL PROPELLERS.

R. W. MORT
REGISTERED CONSULTING ENGINEER

~
SEATON & SEATON

ENGINEERING ASSISTANCE FOR
THE AIRCRAFT CUSTOM BUILDER
324 HILLVIEW DRIVE
HURST, TEXAS 76053

ATTENTION:

817-282-6940

AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE
NORMAN N. SEATON, CFI

214-270-3791

Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
Engines
Radios

HOMEBUILDERS! ! !

USED AIRPLANE PARTS

BOBBY'S PL.ANES 'N PARTS
8701 Cardinal Road
Fort Worth, Texas 76180
(across from Mangham Airport)

PAUL CAMP

Bus. 817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

BOBBY OSBORN

214/227-4569

LANCASTER AIRPORT

SUPPLIERS TO GENERAL AVIATION
CUSTOM/RESTORER AIRCRAFTSMEN

!AIRPLANE KITSI
SPRUCE
WELDED
ASSEMBLIES

GEM SUPPLY
AN HARDWARE, FITTINGS, HOSE, TOOLS,
ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS
FAST DELIVERY ON NON -STOCK ITE.MS
8122 DENTON DRIVE
DALLAS, TX. 752.35

AIRCRAFT PLYWOOD

HARDWARE

ALPHA AVIATION SUPPlY Co.

PHONE 214-.350-70'66
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